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rate and continue conversations according to telegram 174,"
—that is, according to the "pledge plan."90 Having heard
from Sazonov that Berchtold had given a "categorical re-
fusal" to direct conversations, and fearing there had been
some misunderstanding, Bethmann telegraphed still more
emphatically to Vienna a couple of hours later:
The refusal of every exchange of views with St. Peters-
burg would be a serious mistake, for it provokes Russia
precisely to armed interference, which Austria is primarily
interested in avoiding. We are ready, to be sure, to fulfill
our obligations as an ally, but must refuse to allow our-
selves to be drawn by Vienna into a world conflagration
frivolously and in disregard of our advice. Please say this
to Count Berchtold at once with all emphasis and with
great seriousness.91
The other plan which Bethmann also cordially took up
late Wednesday night was Grey's proposal for mediation
between Austria and Russia, either by the four Powers, or
by Germany alone, on the basis of Serbia's reply- News
had come from Rome that she was now ready, "on condition
of certain interpretations, to swallow even articles 5 and 6,
that is, the whole Austrian ultimatum."92 This proposal
of Grey's was eagerly welcomed by Bethmann as a possible
happy solution. In sending it on to Vienna, he genuinely
again "pressed the button," by adding:
"Please show this to Berchtold immediately and add that
we regard such a yielding on Serbia's part as a suitable
basis for negotiation along with an occupation of a part of
Serbian territory as a pledge,"93
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